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The Management of Motori Sommersi Riavvolgibili srl attaches great importance to the consideration
and protection of the environment and, to ensure proper management of these principles, has
developed and maintains an Environmental Management System in compliance with the UNI EN ISO
14001: 2015 standard.
Within the scope of the defined environmental management system, with respect to activities that may
generate environmental impacts and carried out at the production site located in the municipality of
Cedegolo (BS) in Via dei Caduti del Lavoro 7, the company undertakes to:














meet all compliance obligations, in particular the current legislation;
pursue a policy of improving its environmental performance, minimizing, where technically
possible and economically sustainable, any negative impact on the environment of its activities,
its products and services for the prevention of pollution;
identify, analyze and evaluate environmental risks and opportunities in order to remove or
mitigate the former and exploit the latter;
promote and maintain a relationship of maximum collaboration and transparency with the
community, institutions and stakeholders both internal and external, with regard to all
environmental issues and the significant environmental impacts generated;
to promote awareness raising, training and environmental training of its employees,
collaborators, suppliers and contractors, in order to increase awareness of environmental issues
and to involve them in order to actively participate in the improvement of the Environmental
Management System;
assess and monitor the impacts of the various phases of the production process on the
environment;
monitoring emissions into the atmosphere and the production of waste deriving from production
cycles, encouraging actions that allow a reduction;
keep the aprons attached to the site, free from potentially polluting sources for run‐off
rainwater;
keep production facilities efficient to avoid any kind of waste;
evaluate the construction of new plants and the replacement or purchase of machinery with
attention to the environmental impact, deepening the study of technology, with the aim of
minimizing the emission of pollutants;
periodically check the efficiency of its environmental management system, together with the
environmental policy;
transmit its environmental policy to both internal and external stakeholders, requesting a
constant commitment to respect the principles expressed in it.

The Company also contributes to the achievement of continuous improvement also through the
development of environmental performance assessment procedures and associated indicators, defining
environmental objectives and targets, having regard to the requirements of the parties involved and
communicating with them.
Motori Sommersi Riavvolgibili srl generally aims at a constant pollution prevention policy.
The environmental policy is made available to the public, sent to anyone who requests it and used in all
communication activities that the Management deems appropriate.
Cedegolo, lì 10/01/2017
La Direzione

